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INTRODUCTION

With the rise of cash dispenser machine (ATM) frauds, new authentication mechanisms square measure developed to
beat security issues of private of private (PIN). Those mechanisms square measure sometimes judged on speed, security,
and memorability compared with ancient PIN entry systems. It remains unclear, however, what acceptable values for
PIN-based ATM authentication square measure. we have a tendency to conducted a ﬁeld study and 2 smaller follow-up
studies on real-world ATM use, to supply each a higher understanding of PIN-based ATM authentication and on
however various authentication strategies is compared and evaluated. Our results show that there's an enormous an
enormous discourse factors on security and performance in PIN-based ATM use. Such factors embrace distractions,
physical hindrance, trust relationships, and memorability. From these ﬁndings, we have a tendency to draw many
implications for the planning of other ATM authentication systems, like resilience to distraction and resilient
compatibility. Keywords: ATM, security, authentication, style implications, ﬁeld study, lessons learned. 1) H.1.2
[MODELS AND PRINCIPLES]: USER/MACHINE SYSTEMS Human Factors; K.6.5 [Management of Computing
and Information Systems]: Security and Protection – Authentication General Terms, Experimentation, Security, Human
Factors. INTRODUCTION New authentication systems square measure principally created with the goal to be “better”
than PIN or positive identification (e.g. [4, 9]). “Better” sometimes refers to being additional unforgettable, safer, or
both. Security is actually the foremost vital facet once planning authentication systems for public settings(e.g. ATMs),
nevertheless memorability directly aﬀects security in addition Copyright is control by the author/owner. Permission to
form digital or onerous copies of all or a part of this work for private or schoolroom use is granted without fee.
Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) 2010, July 14–16, 2010, Redmond, WA USA well, as onerous to
learn secrets get written down and so overall security suﬀers [1]. The standard approach to verify the appropriateness of
a new ATM authentication system is to check it to PIN entry in controlled laboratory experiments. However, such a
laboratory experiment will ne'er mirror utterly the $64000 scenario once mistreatment Associate in Nursing ATM. The
role of the authentication method regarding the complete interaction at Associate in Nursing ATM remains unclear
since the particular method of ATM authentication outside of laboratory settings has not been suﬃciently examined
nevertheless. For example, overall interaction speed could be a vital facet of public authentication, and it's been argued
that various authentication mechanisms ought to so even be judged by this issue (e.g., [4, 17]). PIN entry generally is
quicker than planned alternatives, nevertheless while not knowing the “big picture” of a whole ATM interaction, it's it's
assess the signiﬁcance of this quicker speed.
Previous analysis [13], supported semi-structured inter- views helped to spot basic factors that inﬂuence the decision to
use Associate in Nursing ATM, like privacy, social density, and time pressure. however, the particular use of ATMs
was not explored. Consequently, we have a tendency to set to perform many many observations involving ATM use, to
explore however folks interacted with ATMs. because it has been antecedently shown within the domain of public
show interactions [10, 15], ﬁeld studies have the potential to uncover vital facts and practices that otherwise can not be
declared. the most focus of our observations was on the ATM authentication method, i.e., however folks enter their PIN,
whether or not and the way folks defend their PIN entry from skimming attacks, and what discourse factors aﬀect
security and secure behavior. After analyzing the ﬁrst ﬁeld study, 2 further follow-up studies were conducted: A second
ﬁeld observation with the main focus on getting additional elaborated interaction times, and a further set of interviews
publically areas to ground a number of a number of.This paper presents the results of the 2 the 2 and also the interviews
and derives many implications for the planning and also the analysis of authentication mechanisms for ATMs. as an
example, our observations indicate that discourse factors have a high inﬂuence on the protection and value of PIN
authentication. an outsized variety of ascertained interactions (11%) featured one or additional distractions throughout
ATM use (e.g., phone calls, discussion with friends, or handling searching bags). perhaps not amazingly, we have a
tendency to conjointly found that a majority of users (65%) failed to take any precautions against PIN skimming attacks
(such as shielding PIN entry). supported supported, we have a tendency to we have a tendency to a discussion of
lessons learned for activity activity studies on the utilization of privacy-sensitive technology.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

The ﬁeld observations were performed in six diﬀerent locations in 2 central European cities, Muenchen (Germany) and
earthenware (the Netherlands). we have a tendency to selected ATMs that were offered twenty four hours on a daily
basis, seven days every week, and that were situated outside. This allowed for unobtrusively observant actual ATM
interactions (see below for an outline of the observation method). The data for the first the first was collected over
nearly 2 months. every ATM was a minimum of visited fourfold, with a minimum of one observation session on a
Sunday and a minimum of one session throughout “rush hour” (i.e., mid-morning, noon, or early evenings). This was to
make sure that the info collected was as broad as doable and failed to, e.g., solely embrace embrace times, that may
have biased the results. Rush hours and oﬀ-peak times were identiﬁed in pre-observations. reckoning on the placement
(e.g. close to a supermarket) these times diﬀered not solely between cities however conjointly between locations at
intervals the cities. as an example, the push hour on the point of a grocery store was between five p.m. to 7 p.m.
whereas the push hour at Associate in Nursing ATM in an exceedingly pedestrian space with outlets and restaurants
was throughout lunch period (around one p.m.).No different person helped to record the information. This was
necessary to stay the information comparable since diﬀerent individuals may apply diﬀerent standards throughout the
observation, deliberately or not. albeit multiple observers may need reduced the danger to accidentally miss knowledge,
we have a tendency to opted for this resolution and since we have a tendency to thought-about consistency additional
necessary than eﬃciency (speed of assembling the data). In order to not bias the results, the observer was set at trustful
spots like bars, restaurants, and coﬀee bars that had tables outside. ATMs were additionally chosen regarding this
criteria. curiously, an enormous quantity of the out of doors ATMs that we have a tendency to might might were getting
ready to such spots. Thus, ﬁnding applicable locations wasn't a problem. Considering these precautions, it's impossible
that the observer did arouse suspicion amongst the users. to boot, the observation sessions were chosen rather short to
reduce this risk. 2.1 moral and Legal issues To ensure the privacy of the study subjects, we chose all of our observation
spots in such some way that the hands of the topic can be seen however the input device itself was not visible. Also, we
have a tendency to positioned ourselves at a distance wherever the ATM screen couldn't be scan. most significantly, all
observations ar supported written knowledge by the observer no police investigation technology of any kind was used,
i.e., neither videos nor photos were created. We instead used a written list to confirm that no necessary data was
missing. This list was supported supported throughout a casual pre-study. The list enclosed the subsequent information:
•location •gender •time of day •interaction time •queue length behind user •security measures •start of associate
interaction •repeated PIN entry (yes or no) •comments In the within the study, "interaction time" was merely measured
with a customary industrial timer. the start of the measuring was the instant of inserting the charge card, the time was
stopped once the user took the withdrawn cash (all our ascertained interactions resulted in an exceedingly cash
withdrawal). we have a tendency to later performed a additional elaborate analysis of interaction times in an
exceedingly follow-up study (see section a pair of.4 below). The entry "security measures" featured many checkboxes
for marking procedures that had been identiﬁed within the pre-study, like “hiding the entry with the opposite hand” or
“checking individuals standing getting ready to the ATM”. Finally, situational data that might not be narrowed right
down to a group of actions was written down within the “comments” section of the list (e.g., "with a company" or
"shopping bags”). To ensure unsullied knowledge, observations were solely intercalary to the information set if all of
the higher than points can be collected with 100% 100% by the observer. Reasons for unsuccessful observations were
principally cars or people that suddenly blocked the read to the ATM or the user. Roughly simple fraction of all
observations were therefore discarded. there have been some rare instances of fascinating behavior (e.g. a user effort
the ATM once a unsuccessful authentication attempt) that cause unsuccessful observations and was therefore not
intercalary to the information set. However, these instances were written down as further comments just in case they'd
facilitate to achieve more insights. In the countries wherever we have a tendency to conducted the studies, no moral
review boards ar in situ for this sort of analysis. However, legal problems ought to be thought-about. as an example,
German privacy laws state that while not specific consent from the topics, knowledge will solely be collected and hold
on anonymously. However, once knowledge has been rendered anonymous, it will then be used freely for scientiﬁc
functions. Since none of our subjects will be will be any means that (no videos and photos were taken), our knowledge
assortment is really anonymous. moreover, because the study was conducted publicly areas while not the utilization of
Jewish calendar month instrumentality, our native legal counsel educated U.S.A. that no consent from any
establishment (e.g., banks or town administration) was needed. In reference to the antecedently mentioned measures to
guard the subjects’ privacy (e.g., not having the ability to ascertain the particular PIN entered), we have a tendency to
failed to determine any legal or moral problems with this study. During the study, no fraud or questions of safety came
up. However, if this is able to have occurred, the observer would have applied traditional behavior (civil courage)
would are applied to resolve true. Exceptions do exist in fact, eg for social control or 1 2.2 Methodology Limitations
Since ATM interaction may be a sensitive and personal task, it was important for U.S.A. to not disturb the users’
privacy. Therefore, we have a tendency to determined to not interact them in interviews once the observation.
Consequently, a number of a number of ar essentially supported (speculative) reasoning concerning the ascertained
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behavior, instead of on actual user feedback. particularly inferences on the utilization of security, the inﬂuence of
company, and queuing methods weren't weren't those users exhibiting these behaviors. To ﬁll these gaps, we have a
tendency to performed further interviews publicly areas with attention on these aspects (cf. section 2.3 below). When
analyzing the experimental knowledge from our ﬁrst study and particularly the comments it became apparent that the
time measured from getting into the ATM card to the instant of cash withdrawal wasn't wasn't. several users blocked
the ATM for a signiﬁcantly longer quantity of your time before and once the particular money withdrawal, that we have
a tendency to known as the preparation section and clean-up section, severally. These phases embrace easy tasks like
obtaining the ATM card from the billfold or golf stroke down searching luggage. supported our experience's from the
ﬁrst study, we have a tendency to reckoned that this overhead may in some cases be around five hundredth to 100% to
the “interaction times” that we have a tendency to measured. No different person helped to record the information. This
was necessary to stay the information comparable since diﬀerent individuals may apply diﬀerent standards throughout
the observation, deliberately or not. albeit multiple observers may need reduced the danger to accidentally miss
knowledge, we have a tendency to opted for this resolution and since we have a tendency to thought-about consistency
additional necessary than eﬃciency (speed of assembling the data). In order to not bias the results, the observer was set
at trustful spots like bars, restaurants, and coﬀee bars that had tables outside. ATMs were additionally chosen regarding
this criteria. curiously, an enormous quantity of the out of doors ATMs that we have a tendency to might might were
getting ready to such spots. Thus, ﬁnding applicable locations wasn't a problem. Considering these precautions, it's
impossible that the observer did arouse suspicion amongst the users. to boot, the observation sessions were chosen
rather short to reduce this risk. 2.1 moral and Legal issues To ensure the privacy of the study subjects, we chose all of
our observation spots in such some way that the hands of the topic can be seen however the input device itself was not
visible. Also, we have a tendency to positioned ourselves at a distance wherever the ATM screen couldn't be scan. most
significantly, all observations ar supported written knowledge by the observer no police investigation technology of any
kind was used, i.e., neither videos nor photos were created. We instead used a written list to confirm that no necessary
data was missing. This list was supported supported throughout a casual pre-study. The list enclosed the subsequent
information: •location •gender •time of day •interaction time •queue length behind user •security measures •start of
associate interaction •repeated PIN entry (yes or no) •comments In the within the study, "interaction time" was merely
measured with a customary industrial timer. the start of the measuring was the instant of inserting the charge card, the
time was stopped once the user took the withdrawn cash (all our ascertained interactions resulted in an exceedingly
cash withdrawal). we have a tendency to later performed a additional elaborate analysis of interaction times in an
exceedingly follow-up study (see section a pair of.4 below). The entry "security measures" featured many checkboxes
for marking procedures that had been identiﬁed within the pre-study, like “hiding the entry with the opposite hand” or
“checking individuals standing getting ready to the ATM”. Finally, situational data that might not be narrowed right
down to a group of actions was written down within the “comments” section of the list (e.g., "with a company" or
"shopping bags”). To ensure unsullied knowledge, observations were solely intercalary to the information set if all of
the higher than points can be collected with 100% 100% by the observer. Reasons for unsuccessful observations were
principally cars or people that suddenly blocked the read to the ATM or the user. Roughly simple fraction of all
observations were therefore discarded. there have been some rare instances of fascinating behavior (e.g. a user effort
the ATM once a unsuccessful authentication attempt) that cause unsuccessful observations and was therefore not
intercalary to the information set. However, these instances were written down as further comments just in case they'd
facilitate to achieve more insights. In the countries wherever we have a tendency to conducted the studies, no moral
review boards ar in situ for this sort of analysis. However, legal problems ought to be thought-about. as an example,
German privacy laws state that while not specific consent from the topics, knowledge will solely be collected and hold
on anonymously. However, once knowledge has been rendered anonymous, it will then be used freely for scientiﬁc
functions. Since none of our subjects will be will be any means that (no videos and photos were taken), our knowledge
assortment is really anonymous. moreover, because the study was conducted publicly areas while not the utilization of
Jewish calendar month instrumentality, our native legal counsel educated U.S.A. that no consent from any
establishment (e.g., banks or town administration) was needed. In reference to the antecedently mentioned measures to
guard the subjects’ privacy (e.g., not having the ability to ascertain the particular PIN entered), we have a tendency to
failed to determine any legal or moral problems with this study. During the study, no fraud or questions of safety came
up. However, if this is able to have occurred, the observer would have applied traditional behavior (civil courage)
would are applied to resolve true. Exceptions do exist in fact, eg for social control or 1 2.2 Methodology Limitations
Since ATM interaction may be a sensitive and personal task, it was important for U.S.A. to not disturb the users’
privacy. Therefore, we have a tendency to determined to not interact them in interviews once the observation.
Consequently, a number of a number of ar essentially supported (speculative) reasoning concerning the ascertained
behavior, instead of on actual user feedback. particularly inferences on the utilization of security, the inﬂuence of
company, and queuing methods weren't weren't those users exhibiting these behaviors. To ﬁll these gaps, we have a
tendency to performed further interviews publicly areas with attention on these aspects (cf. section 2.3 below). When
analyzing the experimental knowledge from our ﬁrst study and particularly the comments it became apparent that the
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time measured from getting into the ATM card to the instant of cash withdrawal wasn't wasn't. several users blocked
the ATM for a signiﬁcantly longer quantity of your time before and once the particular money withdrawal, that we have
a tendency to known as the preparation section and clean-up section, severally. These phases embrace easy tasks like
obtaining the ATM card from the billfold or golf stroke down searching luggage. supported our experience's from the
ﬁrst study, we have a tendency to reckoned that this overhead may in some cases be around five hundredth to 100% to
the “interaction times” that we have a tendency to measured.
In the within the study, Associate in Nursing interaction session took on the average forty five.9 seconds (SD:
fifteen.1s). The quickest user was ﬁnished in barely nineteen.9 seconds whereas the longest took one hundred twenty
five.3 seconds.
Sessions were usually measured from the instant the user inserted the cardboard till the money or the receipt (if any)
was taken. As we have a tendency to distinguished higher than, our observation positions didn't permit U.S. to isolate
authentication times (i.e., PIN entry) in these measurements – taking PIN entry measurements from previous work [7,
5] (2 seconds) these would so be but 100% of the overall average interaction time that we have a tendency to
determined.
3.LITERATURE SURVEY
A detailed analysis of the information disclosed that factors like queues and also the use of security measures didn't
didn't interaction time. as an example, folks activity their PIN entry (mean: forty five.9s) didn't didn't longer than users
that didn't perform such security measures (mean: forty four.4s).
However, throughout our observations, we have a tendency to detected that the particular interaction with the ATM was
solely a part of the time that one user would block the machine. Signiﬁcant overhead came from “preparation” and
“cleanup” actions happening before and when actual ATM use, severally. These actions included: transcription
searching bags; ﬁnding the bank card; putt the withdrawn cash into the wallet; transcription personal things (e.g., putt
away wallet); and ﬁnishing a telephony or a spoken language with a lover.
These times were measured in our follow-up study delineate in section two.4 above. Our in-depth measuring later
showed that preparation and cleanup actions would take around twenty seventh of the time that the ATM was blocked
(17% preparation, 100% cleanup). In one extreme case, preparation and cleanup created up even sixty six for a user that
arrived with a dog and a toddler during a pushchair. Before he may use the ATM he had to form certain they were safe
(e.g. block the wheels of the pram), that he later had to undo once more throughout the cleanup part. within the “best”
case, they took solely 16 PF of the time that the ATM was blocked. This was a user that performed a method that we
have a tendency to may observe fourfold throughout our observations: he had his money card already ready once he
approached the ATM, rendering the “preparation”
The diﬀerent phases as well as their average times. *PIN may be a set of interaction and is time much zero.based on
connected work.overall users38 twelve sixty twenty two 11% three-dimensional terrorist organization 6 June 1944
overall hindered PIN entry Overall company watching input company no. Of occurrences 360 distractions Figure 3: 11
November of users were distracted throughout PIN entry, for three-dimensional this even hindered PIN entry and
crystal rectifier to errors. terrorist organization of users were within the company, 6% let their companions watch their
PIN entry. The average time for preparation (9.2s) was above for cleanup (5.7s). The diﬀerent phases, their average
times, and percentages area unit delineate in ﬁgure two. the foremost necessary issue to note here is that normal PIN
authentication takes solely a fraction of the general time that a user is ahead of Associate in Nursing ATM.
3.2 Distractions
Our initial observations disclosed many factors that distracted the user throughout the particular ATM interaction, i.e.,
they either interrupted the interaction with the ATM or slowed down the preparation or cleanup part. One of the The
most common distraction was a lover or partner that spoke to the user throughout the interaction. alternative factors
were as an example searching luggage or prams that partly needed the continual attention of the user. Overall, thirty
eight folks (11%) were distracted by numerous factors throughout their ATM use (see ﬁgure three left). In Associate in
Nursing extreme case, a user came to the ATM with a dog and his kid during a pushchair. Before he may even trust
starting the interaction with the ATM, he had to require care of both, eﬀectively block the ATM within the method.
Also, throughout the interaction the kid repeatedly needed attention, leading to a loss of specialize in the particular task.
3.3 Input Errors
ATMs offer users 3 tries to manifest to the system. In case the user fails to try and do therefore, the credit card can
usually be conﬁscated by the machine. despite the fact that, the space to the ATMs (and ethical/legal issues) didn't
permit the observer to visualize the input, errors may well be distinguished from real input the subsequent method. The
ATMs during this study used screen keys for diﬀerent practicality (e.g. check account balance, enter amount). The
keyboard on the opposite hand was solely used for authentication and manual quantity choice. However, to activate a
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practicality aside from authentication, the user had to use one in every of the screen keys ﬁrstly. That is, the hand had to
be stirred aloof from the keyboard to the screen. victimisation the keyboard for recurrent input so had to mean applying
corrections to the PIN. In a number of the cases, the users even removed the cardboard when miscalculation occurred
and restarted the authentication method everywhere. Out of the 360 users we have a tendency to determined within the
within the study, only six did not manifest properly at the ﬁrst try. only six did not manifest properly at the ﬁrst try.
These six users afterward spent longer guaranteeing that they'd “get it right” on their second try. the common time for
AN interaction that enclosed a failing authentication session was 103.1 seconds – quite doubly the common time of a
session while not a failing authentication. However, thanks to the little variety of errors, this diﬀerence isn't isn't. The
low error rate correlates with customary PIN entry error rates from laboratory studies(e.g. [7, 16, 17]). We discovered
one user WHO WHO applied security measures but did not manifest correctly: shielding her PIN entry with the
opposite hand meant that she couldn't see that howevertons she was pressing. when her ﬁrst try failing, she gave abreast
of shielding her PIN entry so was ready to enter the PIN properly.
3.4 Queuing Behavior
If another authentication technique takes longer than PIN entry, one would possibly expect this to possess to possess on
accumulated waiting times. If authentication took, say, doubly as long, would queues ahead of ATMs get a lot of
longer?
During our observations, we tend to were so inquisitive about actual queuing behavior: however long do ATM queues
usually get, and the way do individuals manage long queues, each whereas waiting and whereas withdrawing? Big
queues seldom occurred throughout our observation sessions. In 251 of the 360 sessions, nobody was queuing
behind the user. Queues with a length of 1 appeared eighty eight times; queues with a length of 2 nineteen times. we
tend to solely discovered 2 instances once the queue had 3 or a lot of individuals: just the once 3 people were queuing,
once we tend to saw four individuals in line. At a length of 2, we tend to saw individuals approaching the ATM
however after they completed there was already a queue they appeared to amendment their mind and turned to travel
away.
To get a higher understanding of this behavior, and to know reasons for and against queuing, we tend to enclosed 2
corresponding queries in our follow-up form study.
When asked if they'd queue ahead of AN ATM, 3 of the twenty five interviewed participants explicit that they'd ne'er
queue. Four users aforementioned that they perpetually queue, regardless of however long the queue. The remaining
eighteen participants explicit that it'd rely upon the circumstances. once analyzing the interview logs, we tend to we
tend to four inﬂuencing factors: Urgency, queue length, the supply of another, and therefore the perceived safety of the
queue. we'll we'll these factors successively below. Note that small et al. [13] conjointly conjointly time pressure as a
crucial issue toward ATM use. However, this was solely mentioned by one in all the twenty five participants. we tend
to assume that our means of ATM, not the individuals incidental them.overall users no. of occurrences 120 1* four
twelve twenty one 203 hiding input checking for manipulations checking surrounding
Hindered watched by company no reason secured unsecured 124 236
variety of users that did (not) apply noticeable security measures. One user applied 2
security lives (additional measure marked with*) phrasing our question in our interview did play a task during this
notable absence from the list of things.
3.4.1 Urgency
11 out of twenty five interviewees were solely willing to queue if they desperately required money.
3.4.2 Queue length
Six participants expressly mentioned an appropriate queue
length. None of them aforementioned they'd settle for a queue larger than 3. One user aforementioned that he would
solely queue if it absolutely was pressing, and on condition that the queue length would be 2 at most.
3.4.3 Alternatives
The most necessary issue for our participants once choosing queuing was the supply of alternatives – not solely the
choice of getting another ATM close-by, however conjointly alternative means that.
14 participants explicit that they'd solely head to another
ATM if a) the choice ATM wouldn't apply charges,
and b) if it'd be settled nearby. 2 participants mentioned that they'd perpetually queue thanks to the shortage of
alternatives: each were with banks that had only a few ATMs in city from that they may withdraw cash while not being
charged. Four users explicit that a queue would create them skip money withdrawal altogether, on condition that they
were on their thanks to support an area that supported paying by card (e.g., an area supermarket).
3.4.4 Perceived safety
One participant had a special read on ATM queuing
than the remainder of the interviewees. rather than considering it
a time burden to queue, she instead thought of the security
aspects of the queue.
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people nearby”.
3.5 noticeable Security Measures
During the most observations, we tend to found that solely 124 out
of 360 users (around 35%) created noticeable noticeable to secure their PIN entry (57 feminine, 67 male). A outline of
secured and unsecured input is delineated in ﬁgure four. The most common security live was concealing the PIN entry
with the second user or the billfold (120 out of 124).
Figure 5: samples of however ATMs visualize to their users that they ought to apply security measures. Top: directions
to cover the PIN entry. Bottom: a visualization of however the cardboard slot ought to appear as if. Many ATM
interfaces propose this technique once prompting for PIN entry (see ﬁgure 5). Four out of the six ATMs in our study
displayed such a touch. curiously, users at such ATMs weren't a lot of doubtless to safeguard their PIN entry. The
remaining four users that applied security measures did not hide the PIN entry, however instead checked their
encompassing and veriﬁed that nobody was standing close. One user in addition checked the ATM intensively for
manipulations. To do so, he used behavior as unremarkably planned within the media and displayed on several money
machines. This primarily enclosed grabbing and shaking the cardboard slot and keyboard to seem for loose elements.
With 236 out of 360, nearly common fraction of the discovered users didn't imperceptibly secure their input in any
obvious way. This variety will increase once considering the users that solely debile secured their PIN entry. for
example, fifteen users secure their input solely toward the screen however left their PIN entry visible from the
perimeters. In the interviews, we tend to wished to induce a higher understanding why users wouldn't shield their PIN
entry. Therefore, we tend to we tend to asked them whether or not they area unit disturbed concerning somebody
stealing their PIN whereas exploitation AN ATM. 14 users, i.e. quite five hundredth, weren't scared of the chance of
PIN felony. one in all them even mentioned that "the bank puts up cameras, therefore i'm safe". Surprisingly, nineteen
out of twenty five participants (including some that aforementioned that they weren't disturbed concerning their PIN
being stolen) explicit that they'd take security precautions, with eleven of those mentioning that they'd perpetually hide
their input. this is often a way higher proportion than we tend to found in our primary ﬁeld study, wherever barely a 3rd
secured their input. whereas a part of this discrepancy may well be attributed to “white lies” throughout the interview,
{a closer|a better|a a lot of in-depth} consider our interview logs unconcealed a more nuanced explanation: Several of
the mechanisms individuals aforementioned they used to secure their PIN entry were diﬃcult – if not not possible – to
notice throughout our observations. Consequently, the proportion of individuals securing their PIN entry may are a lot
of more than thirty fourth. For instance, 3 participants mentioned that they'd hide their PIN entry with their bodies,
obstruction the read for onlookers. this is often a rather huge variety considering that there was solely a sample of
twenty five persons. However, throughout the ﬁeld study, there was no scenario during which a user eﬃciently blocked
the read along with his or her body. altogether cases, the read to the keyboard was unblocked. Another 3
aforementioned they typically tried to decide on AN ATM within a building, or that they'd perpetually select constant
ATM as a security live. Six participants mentioned that they'd check the environment whereas they were approaching
the ATM. If there was nobody seeable, they'd not hide their input.
Since queues were rather rarely throughout our ﬁeld studies, some users may not have hidden their input thanks to that
reason. Finally, one user aforementioned that he would perpetually do the input terribly quickly therefore nobody may
see it. Interestingly, the bulk of participants within the interview didn't take into account the danger of hardware-based
attacks, like video and faux keypads. That is, several of the represented measures – like quick input or concealing the
input with the body – area unit rendered useless by those attacks. Therefore, a user would possibly feel secure (e.g.
once there's nobody around) once she isn't secure in the slightest degree.
From each our observations and therefore the interviews, we can
infer that a lot of users don't shield their input (203 throughout the observations) – or do therefore rather ineﬀectively.
However, the explanations may be manifold. with the exception of the apparent lack of interest, or an absence of threat
awareness, we tend to found 3 instances during which alternative factors hindered PIN security: physical hindrance,
memorability, and trust show.
3.5.1 Physical Hindrance Securing PIN entry against cameras and shoulder surfers
typically needs a second user to protect the keyboard. We observed many instances wherever users merely didn't have a
blank check to spare to safeguard their input. for example, they were holding looking luggage that they didn't wish to
(or were unable to) place down. alternative users were holding their mobile phones, having calls, or maybe holding kids
in their arms. Overall, twelve instances of hindered, unsecured PIN entry were discovered (see ﬁgure three left). AN
example of this (arranged by the authors) is delineated in ﬁgure half-dozen.
3.5.2 Memorability
Even though a four-digit PIN may be a rather short token to memorize, the increasing variety of cards and services that
rely upon rely upon will create it diﬃcult to recollect them, prompting analysis into a lot of unforgettable authentication
ways (e.g. [14]). whereas throughout the 360 observations we tend to solely discovered four sessions during which
users forgot their PIN, these four cases vividly document however badly PIN entry fails once it will. even if even if 2
cases were discovered at 2 2 ATMs on 2 2 days, both
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Figure 6: AN organized example of a user that can't hide the PIN entry thanks to physical hindrance. users reacted
within the same way: when their ﬁrst failing input try, each force out a notebook or piece of paper from their purses (in
that they conjointly unbroken their ATM card!) and consulted it for his or her PIN. when checking their notes during
this means, each users may manifest with success. The third and fourth cases showed similar behavior. rather than
having the PIN written down, however, those 2 users checked their iPods for his or her PINs. Writing down PINs or
passwords to recollect they were already reported as a serious drawback of token -based authentication systems (e.g. in
[1]). at intervals the scope of authentication publicly, the danger even will increase since AN offender will even a lot of
simply get into possession of the token, that the user carries around.
3.5.3 Trust show
In several cases, users were within the company of friends, family members, or partners. Out of sixty users that weren't
alone at the ATM, we tend to discovered twenty two instances (37%) during which users performed their PIN entry in
plain read of their company. “Plain view” not solely refers to not actively concealing the input, a lot of typically meant
that from their position, however the incidental persons may conjointly simply gaze on the total interaction. In one case,
a father even set his PIN to his (young) son so he may have the “fun” of getting into it. Sharing (or a minimum of not
concealing) one's PIN in these things would possibly represent proof of conﬁdence – or the opposite means around:
hiding one’s PIN may be created as a proof of mistrust toward the incidental friends and family. the matter of social
pressure and social factors has conjointly been mentioned by Kim et al. [12]. Social factors were one in all their
standard for his or her work surface authentication system. to require the social pressure from the users, their systems
square measure designed during a method that security is implemented. Our observations appear to support the
importance of social factors on security. To get a deeper understanding of this, the last block of queries in our followup interview study was “whether users would shield their input if they're within the company ". Participants explicit
that they'd still shield it whereas in the company. one in all these thirteen mentioned that whenever he is around friends
that used associate ATM, he would look since “I don’t wish to place pressure on them”. The remaining twelve
aforementioned that they'd not shield their input whereas within the company. However, solely four of them were users
that explicit to cover their input with the opposite hand. Out of the participants that explicit that they'd not shield the
input once friends were shut, four explicit that they'd not shield it since they sure their friends.
4.IMPLICATIONS
The insights we tend to gained throughout our observation offer vital feedback for the analysis of authentication
systems for ATMs. Therefore, during this section, implications for the planning of authentication systems for public
areas square measure mentioned, directly derived from our observations.
4.1 Authentication solely a minor task
The numbers from our observations counsel that authentication solely takes a marginal a part of the full interaction time
with associate ATM. With forty six seconds on the average (or fifty four.9s once considering preparation and cleanup),
over ninetieth of ATM interaction is spent navigating menus and awaiting the withdrawn cash (and nonmandatory
receipts) to seem, etc. Distractions like minding luggage or lecture friends add an additional delay. Being seen as a
minor task that should be done to be ready to perform the particular task (e.g., withdraw money), it's questionable
whether or not whether or not slower authentication systems are going to be accepted by users. Considering associate
interaction time of fifty two.9 seconds, a system that takes, say around twelve seconds(e.g. [9]) adds associate overhead
of around eighteen to the time.
The fact that we tend to seldom ascertained longer queues (>2) throughout the observation, which in our interviews we
tend to found that individuals primarily based their choices to queue or not on manifold factors, renders the “threat” of
accumulated waiting times smaller. we will so support survey ﬁndings from [13] that individuals choose waiting time
regarding their time constraints and their want for money. It appears that a queue length of 2 may be a borderline that a
lot of folks square measure solely willing to cross if it's imperative and if their time constraints give it. However,
increased authentication time also can have associate associate on folks waiting within the queue and would increase
overall waiting times over accumulation.
Considering common authentication mechanisms from the literature (e.g. [3, 7, 8, 9, 16, 19] ), waiting and overall
interaction times will increase drastically if the authentication mechanisms take signiﬁcantly longer. If for example, the
interaction time for associate authentication mechanism takes around forty five seconds, that is that the average overall
interaction time that was ascertained throughout the ﬁeld study, the used within the queue would need to wait doubly as
long like PIN authentication. This highlights, that once making associate authentication system for public terminals,
time may be a vital issue which will decide over acceptance or rejection of a system.Within this work, we tend to
cannot offer a precise borderline
on however long associate authentication mechanism for ATMs ought to be. However, we tend to argue that PIN
authentication is simply accepted by users since it's terribly simple and – perhaps most significantly – extraordinarily
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quick. Therefore, it's extremely applicable for ATMs, since the task is incredibly short and PIN still solely needs atiny
low fraction of the time. A rule of thumb may be that an alternate authentication mechanism for ATMs ought to solely
need a fraction of the time (<10%) that a user spends at the machine.
4.2 Security shouldn't need a vigorous user Several observations support the notion that the safety of associate
authentication mechanism ought to not admit the method the user interacts with the ATM. In In some cases, physical
constraints (e.g. significant looking bags) failed to permit the user to use extra security precautions. different examples
had users try and hide their PIN entry, however mistreatment associate angle that left the computer keyboard in plain
read for a “shoulder surfer”. far more typically, however, was the case that users failed to even try and hide their PIN
input, either out of negligence or (potentially) as some style of proof of conﬁdence. An alternative authentication
mechanism desires to minimize the flexibility of the user to disclose the shared secret (e.g., the PIN) inadvertently or
through negligence. for example, Sasamoto et al. [17] created a system that doesn't disclose the authentication token by
easy observation. Also, Kim et al. [12] created their authentication systems during a method that creates it not possible
for the user to not hide them. In different work, it's already been noted that security is seldomly a user’s primary goal
[11, 18] which users square measure “bad” in protective their authentication tokens [1]. These results support our claim
for authentication mechanisms that have security constitutional. However, this typically comes at the value of usability
and should be handled rigorously.
4.3 Social compatibility
When planning associate authentication mechanism that will not need a vigorous user, the matter of social
compatibility may – however doesn't essentially need to – already been resolved. Results from the ﬁeld observations
similarly as results from the ﬁeld interviews indicate that social factors will cause insecure behavior. Therefore,
authentication mechanisms ought to be compatible with social norms. That is, to commit secure behavior, a user
shouldn't have to perform associate action that may be misinterpreted as showing mistrust to someone related her.
4.4 Memorability, not a majority drawback, but still major one Out of the 360 users, solely four weren't able to properly
recall their PIN at the ﬁrst attempt. whereas it might therefore be argued that memorability isn't a retardant for the big
majority of users, this may be premature. Firstly, within the few cases wherever it absolutely was a retardant, severe
security issues resulted (e.g. PIN written down). Secondly, our results square measure presumably biased toward the
foremost typically used PIN. If we might have needed folks to recall PINs of membership cards or seldom-used credit
cards (which progressively need a PIN as well), we would have gotten a really a really.
Therefore, particularly for authentication systems for public areas, memorability deserves plenty of attention.
4.5 Authentication may be a extremely distractive environments
As our observations showed, distractions will seem in
manifold ways that, and specifically within the type of current social interactions (chat). ATM authentication
mechanisms ought to so stay easy and work even while not giving them their full attention. for example, associate
possible authentication game that needs the user to follow a row of events may not be applicable for associate ATM.
5. LIMITATIONS OF THE RESULTS
Since the most observation passed in 2 central European cities, it's solely restricted validity regarding different cultural
areas (e.g., Asia) or in less urban settings.
The unassertive nature of the observations failed to permit
for in-depth ﬁndings on whether or not folks check the hardware of associate ATM (keypad or card slot) for
manipulations. However, our general ﬁndings counsel that individuals solely seldom use this security live.
As for any study that involves direct contact with the participants, the ﬁeld interviews might need been slightly biased
since the participants might need wished to “look good” or “do it right”. Therefore, the numbers on hidden input may
be beyond they're really, that our ﬁeld observations appear to conﬁrm.
6. LESSONS LEARNED
In preparation for and whereas performing arts the observations
discussed during this work, many lessons were learned. The
presented lessons have tested particularly useful once managing sensitive and personal knowledge – as ﬁeld
observations on ATMs certainly do. we tend to argue that during this work we tend to might show the worth of
observations in revealing vital data a couple of study subject that would not are discovered in laboratory studies. the
teachings learned square measure meant to assist any investigator that wishes to conduct usable privacy and security
observations within the public.
6.1 Pre-studies
As mentioned within the methodology section, we tend to performed
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a set of pre-studies to ﬁgure out what knowledge we tend to might collect and the way to best collect it. Pre-studies of
this nature square measure particularly useful once associate observer should admit written observations solely. To be
compliant with moral and legal rules, during a state of affairs like perceptive ATM use, no recordings of any kind ought
to be created. Thus, a well deﬁned and well-prepared list will facilitate facilitate to ease the work of the observer.
during this work, the pre-studies helped North American nation to signiﬁcantly improve the list accustomed collect the
info throughout the particular observations. Therefore, pre-studies will be extremely counseled to urge a concept of that
knowledge associate observer will and desires to live.
6.2 Abide to strict rules
To guarantee the validity and similitude of the gathered data, the observer ought to abide by strict rules. This also helps
to avoid unethical behavior. throughout the ﬁeld observations, we tend to applied strict rules on once {a knowledge|a
knowledge|an information} set was valid and therefore may well be other to the data. for example, a rule explicit that if
the road of sight was blocked for any quantity of your time, the info would be discarded. whereas this diode to a big
quantity of observations that had to be discarded, it additionally helped to collect sensible and comparable knowledge.
A rule that was alleged to avoid unethical behavior was that the observer was positioned during a method that he might
see once the computer keyboard was touched however couldn't see the computer keyboard itself.
6.3 apprehend the constraints
We square measure aware that there square measure several limitations once doing
observational analysis, then ought to anyone World Health Organization tries to perform this sort of analysis. for
example, ascertained behavior may be incorrectly taken. Also, the results square measure likely restricted to the speciﬁc
cultural space they need been collected in. Even with these limitations, however, they'll cause vital insights.
6.4 distinction to laboratory studies
Not amazingly, ﬁeld study results will will will from laboratory study results. for example, throughout the work on
MobilePIN [6], eighty nine of the participants explicit that they'd use measures to secure their PIN entry. In our
observations, however, we tend to might solely observe thirty fourth doing therefore (though seventy nine claimed to
try to to therefore within the interviews).
7. CONCLUSIONS
Based on supported study, an extra in-depth study,and atiny low set of street interviews, we tend to were able to
establish many factors that square measure possible to inﬂuence the performance and security of authentication
mechanisms for ATMs. Our observations discovered practices that counsel counsel style choices for ATM
authentication systems. for instance, over sixty fifth of users failed to hide their PIN entry in the slightest degree or did
therefore solely sapless. this means that security for ATMs cannot admit the user however desires safety features that
square measure “built-in" into the authentication mechanism. That is, the safety of a system shouldn't admit the active
secure behavior of a user.The observations more helped to spot discourse factors that may have a good impact on the
systems. straightforward factors like prams, searching luggage, phone calls, etc., will be a reason for not applying
security or for being slow. we have a tendency to additionally found that social factors (showing trust) will be a reason
for dangerous security selections. However, there square measure aspects of ATM authentication mechanisms that this
study cannot answer, however that square measure yet of nice importance once making various authentication systems.
presumably readying prices square measure one in every of the foremost decisive factors during this context: what
proportion can it price service suppliers to update all their ATMs (or public terminals) to a brand new system?
alternative factors can be, e.g., resistance to hooliganism.
This work represents a ﬁrst step in uncovering ATM use in the wild, hopefully serving to to achieve a broader insight
on the real factors and constraints of ATM authentication. For future work, we might wish to extend our observations to
alternative varieties of electronic payment (e.g., ticketing machines, grocery checkout), wherever we have a tendency to
expect slightly diﬀerent circumstances resulting in resulting in in use. as an example, we have a tendency to believe that
in an exceedingly grocery setting, we'd expertise even additional insecure behavior. Also, we might wish to encourage
alternative researchers to perform similar studies in diﬀerent cultural and/or urban settings since we have a tendency to
square measure extremely fascinated by however these ﬁndings can apply there.
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